
MCB PA:  3QCY23 EPS clocked in at PKR14.74 – Above expectation

MCB Bank Limited has announced its 3QCY23 result today, wherein bank posted

unconsolidated PAT of PKR17.4bn (EPS: PKR14.7) vs. PKR8.7bn (EPS: PKR7.4)

reported in SPLY, up by 100% YoY. The result came above our expectation

mainly due to reversal in provisions of PKR0.67bn & higher than estimated other

income.

Markup income clocked in at PKR90.1bn as compare to PKR81.4bn, up by

~11% QoQ. Similarly, markup expense clocked in at PKR50.6bn vs.

PKR44.4bn, up by ~14% QoQ. The increase is driven by healthy deposit mix

and lagged impact of asset-repricing. Net interest income clocked in at

PKR39.4bn, recording growth of ~75%/7% YoY/QoQ.

Non funded income recorded a healthy increase of 16%/5% YoY/QoQ, led

by higher fee income, up by ~18% QoQ.

The bank has recorded reversal of PKR0.67bn in 3QCY23 vs. provision of

PKR1.2bn in previous quarter.

During 3QCY23, operating expense increased by 23%/10% YoY/QoQ,

possibly due to branch related expenses and inflationary pressures.

However, cost-to-income ratio clocked in at ~30% vs. 38% in SPLY.

Effective tax rate for the quarter clocked in at ~49% vs. 54% in SPLY.

Along with the result, company has announced dividend of PKR8/sh, taking

9MCY23 dividend to PKR21/sh.
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MCB (PKR mn) 3QCY23 3QCY22 2QCY23 YoY QoQ 9MCY23 9MCY22 YoY

Net Interest Income 39,408   22,523   36,939   75% 7% 106,417 61,511   73%

Non Markup Income 8,535      7,355      8,143      16% 5% 22,600   20,253   12%

Non Markup expenses 14,364   11,342   12,969   27% 11% 39,684   31,494   26%

Provisions/(Reversals) (675)        (516)        1,288      31% NM 1,236     (1,318)    NM

Profit before tax 34,254   19,051   30,826   80% 11% 88,095   51,587   71%

Taxation 16,794   10,323   17,194   63% -2% 43,949   31,735   38%

Profit after tax 17,460   8,728      13,631   100% 28% 44,147   19,852   122%

EPS 14.7        7.4          11.5        100% 28% 37.3       16.8        122%

DPS 8.0          5.0          7.0          60% 14% 21.0       14.0        50%

Effective tax rate 49% 54% 56% 50% 62%
Scource: Company accounts, Insight Research
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Disclaimer: This report has been prepared by Insight Securities (Private) Ltd, hereinafter referred as ‘ISL’) and is provided for information purposes only. Under no circumstances is to be used
or considered as an offer to sell or solicitation of any offer to buy. While all reasonable care has been taken to ensure that the information contained therein is not untrue or misleading at the
time of publication, we make no representation as to its accuracy or completeness and it should not be relied upon as such. This report is provided solely for the information of professional
advisers who are expected to make their own investment decisions without undue reliance on this report. Statements regarding future prospects may not be realized while all such information
and opinions are subject to change without notice. ISL recommends investors to independently evaluate particular investments and strategies and it encourages investors to seek the advice of
a financial advisor.
Investments in capital markets are subject to market risk and ISL accepts no responsibility whatsoever for any direct or indirect consequential loss arising from any use of this report or its
contents. In particular, the report takes no account of the investment objectives, financial situation and particular need of individuals, who should seek further advice before making any
investment or rely upon their own judgment and acumen before making any investment. The views expressed in this document are those of the ISL Research Department and do not
necessarily reflect those of ISL or its directors.
ISL may, to the extent permissible by applicable law or regulation, use the above material, conclusions, research or analysis in which they are based before the material is disseminated to their
clients. ISL, as a full-service firm, has/intends to have business relationships, including investment-banking relationships, with the companies in this report. Investors should be aware of that
the ISL may have a conflict of interest that could affect the objectivity of the report. Investors should consider this report as only a single factor in making their investment decision. This report
may not be reproduced, distributed or published by any recipient for any purpose whatsoever without prior written approval by ISL. Action may be taken for unauthorized reproduction,
distribution or publication.

ISL Stock Rating System: ISL employs a 3-tier rating mechanism i.e ‘BUY’, ‘HOLD’ and ‘SELL’, which is based upon the level of expected annualized return for a specific stock. When total
annualized return (capital gain + dividends) exceeds 22.5%, a ’BUY’ rating is assigned. A ‘SELL’ rating is issued whenever total annualized return is less than negative 5% and for return in
between the 2 ranges, ‘HOLD’ rating is meted out. An ’Under Review’ stance is given if ISL research stance depends upon the outcome of an uncertain event having significant impact on the
valuations. Different securities firms use a variety of rating terms/systems to describe their recommendations. Similar rating terms used by other securities companies may not be equivalent to
ISL rating system.
Time horizon is usually the annual financial reporting period of the company (unless otherwise mentioned in the report). Ratings are updated daily and can therefore change daily. They can
change because of a move in the stock's price, a change in the analyst's estimate of the stock's fair value, a change in the analyst's assessment of a company's business risk, or a combination of
any of these factors. In addition, research reports contain information carrying the analyst’s views and investors should carefully read the entire research report and not infer its contents from
the rating ascribed by the analyst. In any case, ratings or research should not be used or relied upon as investment advice. An investor’s decision to buy, sell or hold a stock should depend on
individual circumstances (such as the investors existing holdings or investment objectives) and other considerations.

Target price risk disclosures: Any inability to compete successfully in the markets may harm the business. This could be a result of many factors which may include (but not limited to)
geographic mix and introduction of improved products or service offerings by competitors. The results of operations may be materially affected by global economic conditions generally,
including conditions in financial markets. The company is exposed to market risks, such as changes in interest rates, foreign exchange rates and input prices. From time to time, the company
may enter into transactions, including transactions in derivative instruments, to manage/offset certain of these exposures.

Valuation Methodology: To arrive at our period end target prices, ISL uses different valuation methodologies including
• Discounted cash flow (DCF)
• Relative Valuation (P/E, P/Bv, P/S etc.)
• Equity & Asset return based methodologies (EVA, Residual Income etc.)

Frequently Used Acronyms
TP Target Price DCF Discounted Cash Flows FCF Free Cash Flows
FCFE Free Cash Flows to Equity FCFF Free Cash Flows to Firm DDM Dividend Discount Model
SOTP Sum of the Parts P/E Price to Earnings ratio P/Bv Price to Book ratio
P/S Price to Sales EVA Economic Valued Added BVPS Book Value per Share
EPS Earnings per Share DPS Dividend per Share DY Dividend Yield
ROE Return on Equity ROA Return on Assets CAGR Compounded Annual Growth Rate
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